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Abstract

Energy harvesting (EH) nodes can play an important role in cooperative communication systems

which do not have a continuous power supply. In this paper, weconsider the optimization of conventional

and buffer–aided link adaptive EH relaying systems, where an EH source communicates with the desti-

nation via an EH decode–and–forward relay. In conventionalrelaying, source and relay transmit signals

in consecutive time slots whereas in buffer–aided link adaptive relaying, the state of the source–relay and

relay–destination channels determines whether the sourceor the relay is selected for transmission. Our

objective is to maximize the system throughput over a finite number of transmission time slots for both

relaying protocols. In case of conventional relaying, we propose an offline and several online joint source

and relay transmit power allocation schemes. For offline power allocation, we formulate an optimization

problem which can be solved optimally. For the online case, we propose a dynamic programming (DP)

approach to compute the optimal online transmit power. To alleviate the complexity inherent to DP,

we also propose several suboptimal online power allocationschemes. For buffer–aided link adaptive

relaying, we show that the joint offline optimization of the source and relay transmit powers along with

the link selection results in a mixed integer non–linear program which we solve optimally using the

spatial branch–and–bound method. We also propose an efficient online power allocation scheme and

a naive online power allocation scheme for buffer–aided link adaptive relaying. Our results show that

link adaptive relaying provides performance improvement over conventional relaying at the expense of

a higher computational complexity.

This paper has been presented in part at the IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC), Spring, Yokohama, Japan, May

2012.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In cooperative communication systems, a source and a numberof cooperating relays expend

their energy for processing and transmitting data. For someapplications, connecting the source

and the relays to the power grid is cumbersome or may even not be possible. Pre-charged batteries

can be a viable solution to overcome this problem. In practice, the limited storage capacity of

batteries and high transmit powers may result in quick drainage of the batteries. As a result,

the batteries need to be replaced/recharged periodically which can be sometimes impractical.

An alternative solution is the deployment of energy harvesting (EH) nodes. EH nodes harvest

energy from their surrounding environment to carry out their functions. Energy can be harvested

using solar, thermoelectric, and motion effects, or through other physical phenomena [1]. An

EH node that has used up its stored energy can harvest new energy and become again available

for transmission. Thus, EH nodes can be regarded as a promising option for deployment as

they ensure a long system lifetime without the need for periodic battery replacements. In EH

cooperative systems, the energy can be independently harvested by the EH source and/or EH

relays during the course of data transmission at random times and in random amounts. For data

transmission (and for other signal processing tasks), EH nodes expend the energy from their

storage and only the unused energy remains in the batteries.In particular, at each time slot, the

source and the relays are constrained to use at most the energy available in their storage. These

constraints necessitate the design of new transmission strategies for the source and the relays to

ensure optimum performance in an EH environment.

Recently, transmission strategies for and performance analyses of EH nodes in wireless com-

munication systems have been provided in [2]–[7]. In [2], a single source–destination non–

cooperative link with an EH source was considered and an optimal offline along with an optimal

and several sub–optimal online transmission policies wereprovided for allocating transmit power

to the source according to the random variations of the channel and the energy storage conditions.

In [3], a similar system model was considered, where dynamicprogramming (DP) was employed

to allocate the source transmit power for the case when causal channel state information (CSI) was
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available. Several higher layer issues such as transmission time minimization and transmission

packet scheduling in EH systems were considered in [5]–[7].The deployment of EH sensors in

sensor networks has been extensively discussed in the literature [1], [8]. The use of EH relays in

cooperative communication was introduced in [4], where a comprehensive performance analysis

was performed for relay selection in a cooperative network employing EH relays. A deterministic

EH model (assuming a priori knowledge of the energy arrival times and the amount of harvested

energy) for the Gaussian relay channel was considered in [9], [10], where delay and non–

delay constrained traffic were studied. The concept of energy transfer in EH relay systems was

considered in [11], where an offline power allocation schemewas proposed.

In this paper, we consider a simple single link cooperative system where the source com-

municates with the destination via a decode–and–forward (DF) relay. We assume that the relay

operates in half–duplex mode. In most of the existing literature on half duplex relaying [4],

[9], [12], [13], it is assumed that relays receive a packet inone time slot from the source and

forward it in the next time slot to the destination. We refer to this approach as “conventional”

relaying throughout the paper. Recently, it has been shown in [14], [15] that equipping relays

with buffers can improve the performance of cooperative communication systems. In fact, using

buffers at the relays allows storage of packets temporarilyat the relay if the relay–destination

channel condition is not good enough until the quality of thechannel has sufficiently improved.

In [15], a buffer–aided adaptive link selection protocol was proposed. This protocol gives relays

the freedom to decide in which time slot to receive and in which time slot to transmit.

In this paper, we assume that the source and the relay are EH nodes and consider both

conventional and buffer–aided link adaptive relaying. Forboth protocols, we propose offline and

online (real–time) power allocation schemes that maximizethe end–to–end system throughput

over a finite number of transmission slots. The offline schemes are of interest when the amount

of harvested energy and the channel signal–to–noise ratio (SNR) for all transmission slots are

known a priori. However, in practice, the amount of harvested energy and the channel SNR

are random in nature and cannot be predicted in advance. Therefore, in this case, online power
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allocation schemes have to be employed taking into account the available knowledge of channel

SNR and harvested energy. Nevertheless, considering offline schemes is still important since

they provide performance upper bounds for the practical online schemes. For conventional

relaying, we propose an optimal online power allocation scheme which is based on a stochastic

DP approach. To avoid the high complexity inherent to DP, we also propose several sub–

optimal online algorithms. In case of buffer–aided link adaptive relaying, we formulate an offline

optimization problem that jointly optimizes the source andthe relay transmit powers along with

the link selection variable. Thereby, the link selection variable indicates whether the source or the

relay is selected for transmission in a given time slot. The optimization problem is shown to be a

non–convex mixed integer non–linear program (MINLP). We propose to use the spatial branch–

and–bound (sBB) method to solve the offline MINLP problem optimally [16]–[18]. We also

propose a practical online power allocation scheme for the buffer–aided link adaptive relaying

protocol. We note that our buffer–aided link adaptive protocol is significantly different from the

delay constrained model in [9]. The model in [9] assumes the presence of a buffer at the relay

but does not consider adaptive link selection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model for the EH

system is presented. Different power allocation schemes for conventional and buffer–aided link

adaptive relaying are provided in Sections III and IV, respectively. In Section V, the effectiveness

of these power allocation schemes is evaluated based on simulations. Section VI concludes this

paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an EH relay system, where the source,S, communicates with the destination,D,

via a cooperative relay,R, as shown in Fig. 1. BothS andR are EH devices and their participation

in signal transmission and processing depends on the harvested energy. The harvested energy

can be of any form, e.g. solar, wind, or electro–mechanical energy. S and R are equipped

with batteries, which have limited storage capacity and store the harvested energy for future
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Fig. 1. System model for a single linkS–R–D system whereS andR are EH devices.S andR have batteries with finite

storage which can store the energies harvested from the energy sources. The rectangle boxes inS andR represent the batteries

and the hashed areas represent the amount of energy stored.

use. In particular, the batteries ofS and R can store at mostBS,max and BR,max units of

energy, respectively. We assume the transmission is organized in time slots of durationT . In the

following, without loss of generality, we setT = 1, and the system transmits forK time slots.

In the next two subsections, we discuss the signal model, thesystem throughput, and the battery

dynamics for conventional and buffer–aided link adaptive relaying.

A. Conventional Relaying

Signal Model: In conventional relaying, during the first time slot,S transmits andR receives,

and during the second time slot,R transmits andD receives. This sequential process continues

for K time slots. Here,K is assumed to be an even number. The received packet atR in the

(2k − 1)th time slot, wherek ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}, is modelled as

yR,2k−1 = hS,2k−1x2k−1 + nR,2k−1, (1)

wherehS,2k−1 is the fading gain of theS–R link, and nR,2k−1 denotes the noise sample atR.

The transmitted packetx2k−1 contains Gaussian–distributed symbols. Assuming DF relaying, the

detected packet,̂x2k, is transmitted fromR during time slot2k. Thus, the received packet atD

is given by

yD,2k = hR,2kx̂2k + nD,2k, (2)
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wherehR,2k andnD,2k denote the fading gain of theR–D link and the noise sample atD, respec-

tively. hS,2k−1 andhR,2k can follow any fading distribution, e.g. Rayleigh, Rician,Nakagami–q,

or Nakagami–m fading.nR,2k−1 andnD,2k are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples

having zero mean and unit variance. We assume the channels are quasi–static within each slot and

the channel SNRs of theS–R and theR–D links areγS,2k−1 andγR,2k, respectively. In particular,

γS,2k−1 = |hS,2k−1|
2 and γR,2k = |hR,2k|

2. We assumeγS,2k−1 and γR,2k to be independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) over the time slots. Furthermore,γS,2k−1 and γR,2k are mutually

independent but not necessarily identically distributed (i.n.d.). For future reference, we introduce

the average SNRs of theS–R and theR–D links asγ̄S and γ̄R, respectively.

System Throughput: When x2k−1 is transmitted fromS with transmit powerPS,2k−1 during

time slot2k − 1,

ξS,2k−1 , log2 (1 + γS,2k−1PS,2k−1) (3)

bits of data can be transmitted error–free via theS–R link. Similarly, when x̂2k is transmitted

from R with transmit powerPR,2k,

ξR,2k , log2 (1 + γR,2kPR,2k) (4)

bits of data can be transmitted via theR–D link. It is worth mentioning that during the2kth

and the(2k − 1)th time slots,S andR, respectively, do not transmit any data, i.e.,PS,2k = 0

andPR,2k−1 = 0. We assume thatR ensures error–free detection by employing an appropriate

error correction coding scheme and hencex̂2k = x2k−1. Therefore, the end–to–end (S–D) system

throughput is given by1
2
min{ξS,2k−1, ξR,2k} bits/s/Hz where the factor1

2
is due to the half–duplex

constraint.

Battery Dynamics: The energies stored in the batteries ofS andR in time slotk are denoted by

BS,k andBR,k, respectively. The transmit powers ofS andR are limited by the battery energies,

i.e., 0 ≤ PS,2k−1 ≤ BS,2k−1 and 0 ≤ PR,2k ≤ BR,2k. We assume throughout this paper that the

energy consumed by the internal circuitry ofS andR is negligible compared to the transmit power

[3]. The energy harvester atS collectsHS,m ≤ BS,max units of energy during themth time slot,
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wherem ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}. Similarly, the energy harvester atR collectsHR,m ≤ BR,max units of

energy during themth time slot. It is worth noting that energies are harvested during every time

slot m at S andR regardless ofPS,m andPR,m. Let HS,E , E{HS,m} andHR,E , E{HR,m}

denote the average energy harvesting rate ofS andR over the time slots, respectively. Here,

E{·} denotes statistical expectation. Because of the spatial separation ofS andR, we assume

HS,m andHR,m are independent of each other and i.i.d. over the time slots.Similar to [3], we

assume the stored energies atS andR increase and decrease linearly provided the maximum

storage capacities,BS,max andBR,max, are not exceeded, i.e.,

BS,m+1 = min{(BS,m − PS,m +HS,m), BS,max}, ∀m (5)

BR,m+1 = min{(BR,m − PR,m +HR,m), BR,max}, ∀m. (6)

Furthermore,BS,1 = HS,0 ≥ 0 andBR,1 = HR,0 ≥ 0, respectively, denote the available energies

at S andR before transmission starts.

B. Buffer–Aided Adaptive Link Selection

Signal Model: For buffer–aided link adaptive relaying, the relayR is equipped with a buffer in

which it can temporarily store the packets received fromS. In this approach, one of the nodes

decides whetherS or R should transmit in a given time slot,k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, based on the

CSI of theS–R and theR–D links [15]. Therefore, unlike conventional relaying, in any time

slot k, S or R can transmit packets. Letdk ∈ {0, 1} denote a binary link selection variable,

wheredk = 0 (dk = 1) if the S–R (R–D) link is selected for transmission. Whendk = 0, the

received packet atR is given by

yR,k = hS,kxk + nR,k. (7)

On the other hand, whendk = 1, the received packet atD is given by

yD,k = hR,kx̂k + nD,k. (8)

System Throughput: Whendk = 0, S is selected for transmission and

ξ̄S,k , (1− dk)log2 (1 + γS,kPS,k) (9)
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bits of data can be transmitted error–free via theS–R link. Hence,R receivesξ̄S,k data bits

from S and appends them to the queue in its buffer. Therefore, the number of bits in the buffer

at R at the end of thekth time slot is denoted asQk and given byQk = Qk−1 + ξ̄S,k. However,

whendk = 1, R transmits and the number of bits transmitted via theR–D link is given by

ξ̄R,k , min{dklog2 (1 + γR,kPR,k) , Qk−1}. (10)

It is worth noting that the maximal number of bits that can be sent byR is limited by the number

of bits in the buffer and the instantaneous capacity of theR–D link [15]. The number of bits

remaining in the buffer at the end of thekth time slot is given byQk = Qk−1− ξ̄R,k. We assume

thatS has always data to transmit and the buffer atR has very large (possibly infinite) capacity

to store them. Therefore, a total of
K
∑

k=1

ξ̄R,k bits are transmitted fromS to D during the entire

transmission time.

Battery Dynamics: The battery dynamics for the link adaptive transmission protocol are identical

to those for conventional relaying.

III. POWER ALLOCATION FOR CONVENTIONAL RELAYING

In this section, we propose an offline and several online power allocation schemes for the

considered EH system with conventional relaying.

A. Optimal Offline Power Allocation

Our objective is to maximize the total number of transmittedbits (fromS to D) delivered by

a deadline ofK time slots over a fading channel assuming offline (prior) knowledge of the full

CSI and the energy arrivals atS andR in each time slot. The resulting maximization problem is

subject to a causality constraint on the harvested energy and the (maximum) storage constraint

for the batteries at bothS andR.

The offline optimization problem for maximizing the throughput of the considered system for
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K time slots can be formulated as follows:

max
T �0

K/2
∑

k=1

min{ξS,2k−1, ξR,2k} (11)

s.t.
l
∑

k=1

(PS,2k−1 + λS,2k−1) ≤

2(l−1)
∑

k=0

HS,k, ∀l (12)

l
∑

k=1

(PR,2k + λR,2k) ≤
2l−1
∑

k=0

HR,k, ∀l (13)

2m−1
∑

k=0

HS,k −
m
∑

k=1

(PS,2k−1 + λS,2k−1) ≤ BS,max, ∀m (14)

2m
∑

k=0

HR,k −
m
∑

k=1

(PR,2k + λR,2k) ≤ BR,max, ∀m (15)

γS,2k−1PS,2k−1 = γR,2kPR,2k, ∀k, (16)

whereT , {PS,2k−1, PR,2k, λS,2k−1, λR,2k|k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}}. Also,∀l, ∀m, and∀k stand for

l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}, m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2−1}, andk ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}, respectively. The slack

variablesλS,2k−1 andλR,2k ensure that constraints (14)–(16) can be met for all realizations ofγS,k,

γR,k, HS,k, andHR,k. In particular, these slack variables represent the power (possibly) wasted

in each transmission interval1. Constraints (12) and (13) stem from the causality requirement on

the energy harvested atS andR, respectively. Moreover, (14) and (15) ensure that the harvested

energy does not exceed the limited storage capacity of the batteries atS andR, respectively.

Constraint (16) ensures that the amount of information transmitted fromS to R is identical to

that transmitted fromR to D so as to avoid data loss atR. Constraint (16) is required since we

assume individual power constraints forS andR. This is a reasonable assumption sinceS and

R have independent power supplies.

1For example, in case of smallBS,max and BR,max and largeHS,E and HR,E, constraints (14) and (15) can become

infeasible ifλS,2k−1 andλR,2k are not introduced.λS,2k−1 andλR,2k in the constraints avoid infeasibility of the problem and

represent the amounts of energy that cannot be used (byS andR) in each time slot.
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Using (16) in (11)–(15), the considered offline optimization problem can be rewritten as:

max
T ′�0

K/2
∑

k=1

ξS,2k−1 (17)

s.t.
l
∑

k=1

(

γS,2k−1PS,2k−1

γR,2k
+ λR,2k

)

≤

2l−1
∑

k=0

HR,k, ∀l (18)

2m
∑

k=0

HR,k −
m
∑

k=1

(

γS,2k−1PS,2k−1

γR,2k
+ λR,2k

)

≤ BR,max, ∀m. (19)

Constraints (12) and (14),

where T ′ , T \ {PR,2k|∀k}. The problem in (17)–(19) with (12) and (14) forms a convex

optimization problem and the optimum solution can be obtained either in closed form by using the

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions2 or by using any standard technique for solving convex

optimization problems [19], [20]. LetP ∗
S,2k−1 denote the optimum solution of the considered

optimization problem. The optimumPR,2k can be obtained as

P ∗
R,2k =

γS,2k−1P
∗
S,2k−1

γR,2k
. (20)

B. Optimal Online Power Allocation by DP

In practice, only causal information about channels and harvested energies is available for

power allocation. Therefore, the offline power allocation scheme is not readily applicable as, at

a given time slot, the future CSI and the upcoming harvested energy are not known in advance.

We propose to employ a stochastic DP approach for optimum online power allocation [3], [21].

Let c2k−1,2k , (γS,2k−1, γR,2k, (HS,2(k−1) + HS,2k−3), (HR,2k−1 + HR,2(k−1)), BS,2k−1, BR,2k)

denote the state for time slots2k − 1 and 2k. We note thatHS,k = 0 for k < 0. Our aim

is to maximize the total throughput overK time slots. We assume the initial statec1,2 =

(γS,1, γR,2, HS,0, (HR,0 +HR,1), BS,1, BR,2) is always known. We define a policyp = {(PS,2k−1

(c2k−1,2k), PR,2k(c2k−1,2k)), ∀c2k−1,2k, k = 1, 2, · · · , K/2} as feasible if the energy harvesting

2It can easily be shown that optimization problem (17)–(19) with (12) and (14) has a water–filling solution. Due to space

limitation, we omit the solution here.
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constraints0 ≤ PS,2k−1(c2k−1,2k) ≤ BS,2k−1 and0 ≤ PR,2k(c2k−1,2k) ≤ BR,2k are satisfied for all

k. Hence, the objective function to be maximized can be reformulated as [3]

R(p) =

K/2
∑

k=1

E{min{ξ′S,2k−1, ξ
′
R,2k}|c1,2, p}, (21)

where we definedξ′S,2k−1 , log2 (1 + γS,2k−1PS,2k−1(c2k−1,2k)) and ξ′R,2k , log2(1 + γR,2kPR,2k

(c2k−1,2k)). The expectation is with respect to the SNRs of the channels and the harvested

energies. In particular, for a givenc1,2, the maximum throughput can be obtained as

R∗ = max
p∈P

R(p), (22)

whereP denotes the space of all feasible policies.

The maximum throughput during time slots2k−1 and2k is denoted byJ2k−1,2k(BS,2k−1, BR,2k).

For a givenc1,2, the maximum throughput,J1,2(BS,1, BR,2), can be recursively obtained from

JK−1,K(BS,K−1, BR,K), JK−3,K−2(BS,K−3, BR,K−2), · · · , J3,4(BS,3, BR,4) [3]. For the last two

time slotsK − 1 andK, we have

JK−1,K(BS,K−1, BR,K) = max
0≤PS,K−1≤BS,K−1

0≤PR,K≤BR,K

γS,K−1PS,K−1=γR,KPR,K

1

2
min {ξS,K−1, ξR,K} (23)

and for time slots2k − 1 and2k, we obtain

J2k−1,2k(BS,2k−1, BR,2k) = max
0≤PS,2k−1≤BS,2k−1

0≤PR,2k≤BR,2k

γS,2k−1PS,2k−1=γR,2kPR,2k

1

2
min {ξS,2k−1, ξR,2k}

+J̄2k+1,2k+2(BS,2k−1 − PS,2k−1, BR,2k − PR,2k),(24)

whereJ̄2k+1,2k+2(B
′
S,2k+1, B

′
R,2k+2) =

Eγ̃S,2k+1,γ̃R,2k+2,H̃S,2k−1,H̃R,2k
{J2k+1,2k+2(min{B′

S,2k+1 + H̃S,2k−1, BS,max},

min{B′
R,2k+2 + H̃R,2k, BR,max})}. (25)

Here,B′
S,2k+1 , BS,2k−1 − PS,2k−1, B′

R,2k+2 , BR,2k − PR,2k, γ̃S,2k+1 (γ̃R,2k+2) represents the

SNR of theS–R (R–D) link in the (2k + 1)th ((2k + 2)th) slot given the SNRγS,2k−1 (γR,2k)

in the (2k − 1)th (2kth) slot, andH̃S,2k−1 (H̃R,2k) denotes the harvested energy atS (R) in the
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(2k−1)th (2kth) slot given the harvested energyHS,2k−2 (HR,2k−1) in the(2k−2)th ((2k−1)th)

slot. It can be shown that the cost functions in (23) and (24) are concave inPS,2k−1 andPR,2k.

Thus, (23) and (24) are convex optimization problems and canbe solved very efficiently [19].

Further simplification of (23) yields

JK−1,K(BS,K−1, BR,K) =
1

2
log2 (1 + γS,K−1ρK−1) , (26)

whereρK−1 = min {BS,K−1, γR,KBR,K/γS,K−1}. Therefore,P ∗
S,K−1 = min{BS,K−1,

γR,KBR,K

γS,K−1
},

andP ∗
R,K follows from (20). Similarly, (24) can be simplified as

J2k−1,2k(BS,2k−1, BR,2k) = max
0≤PS,2k−1≤min{BS,2k−1,γR,2kBR,2k/γS,2k−1}

1

2
ξS,2k−1

+J̄2k+1,2k+2(BS,2k−1 − PS,2k−1, BR,2k − γS,2k−1PS,2k−1/γR,2k). (27)

Using (26) and (27),P ∗
S,2k−1 and P ∗

R,2k, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}, can be obtained for different

possible values ofγS,k, γR,k, BS,k, andBR,k and can be stored in a look–up table. This is done

before transmission starts. When transmission starts, fora given realization ofγS,2k−1, γR,2k,

BS,2k−1, andBR,2k in time slots2k − 1 and2k, the values ofP ∗
S,2k−1 andP ∗

R,2k corresponding

to that realization are taken from the look–up table.

C. Suboptimal Online Power Allocation

In the proposed DP–based optimal online power allocation scheme, for a certain transmission

time slot, we consider the average effect of all succeeding time slots, c.f. (25). Due to the

recursive nature of DP, the computational complexity of this approach increases alarmingly with

increasingK. For this reason, in the following, we propose three different suboptimal online

power allocation schemes, which perform close to the optimal DP approach but have reduced

complexity.

1) Suboptimal Simplified DP Power Allocation (“DP–I2” and “DP– I1” Schemes): In this

scheme, we use the average effect of only 2 (or 4) following time slots to allocate the transmit

power in each time slot. In particular, we assume for the current time slot that all energies have

to be spent over the following 2 (or 4) time slots. Moreover, in the last two time slots, either
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S or R uses up all of its stored energy. This scheme reduces the computational complexity at

the expense of a performance degradation. We refer to the suboptimal DP schemes taking into

account 4 and 2 time slots as “DP–I2” and “DP–I1”, respectively.

2) Suboptimal Harvesting Rate (HR) Assisted Power Allocation (“HR Assisted” Scheme):In

this scheme, we constrain the transmit powersPS,2k−1 andPR,2k by the average energy harvesting

ratesHS,E andHR,E, respectively. This scheme is referred to as “HR Assisted” power allocation.

For a given time slotk ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2− 1}, the resulting optimization problem can be stated

as:

max
PS,2k−1≥0

ξS,2k−1 (28)

s.t. PS,2k−1 ≤ BS,2k−1, PS,2k−1 ≤ HS,E, (29)

PS,2k−1 ≤
γR,2kBR,2k

γS,2k−1
, PS,2k−1 ≤

γR,2kHR,E

γS,2k−1
(30)

The optimum solution for this optimization problem is givenby

P ∗
S,2k−1 = min{BS,2k−1, HS,E,

γR,2kBR,2k

γS,2k−1

,
γR,2kHR,E

γS,2k−1

}, (31)

andP ∗
R,2k is obtained from (20). For theKth time slot, we ensure that eitherS or R use up all

of their stored energy.

3) Suboptimal Naive Power Allocation (“Naive” Scheme):In this suboptimal “naive” ap-

proach, for each time slot, only the stored energies at hand determine the transmit power, i.e.,

this approach does not take into account the effect of the following time slots, and the transmitting

node (S or R) uses up all of its available energy in each transmission interval. To be specific,

for a particular time slotk ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K/2}, P ∗
S,2k−1 = min{BS,2k−1,

γR,2kBR,2k

γS,2k−1
}, andP ∗

R,2k

follows directly from (20).

D. Complexity

In the offline and the optimal online power allocation schemes, we solve convex optimization

problems where the number of constraints is a function ofK. The required computational
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complexity to solve a convex optimization problem depends on the method used (e.g. bisection

method, interior–point–method, etc.) and is polynomial inthe size of the problem [19]. Therefore,

the worst–case computational complexity of the offline power allocation scheme for conventional

relaying is polynomial in the number of time slotsK [19]. We observe from (24) and (25) that,

in the optimal DP based online power allocation scheme, the optimal transmit powers ofS

andR at a given time slot depend on the average data rate of the nexttime slot. We consider

different realizations of channel SNRs and harvested energies for the next time slot to obtain the

average data rate. Furthermore, the data rates corresponding to each of the realizations of channel

SNRs and harvested energies in the next time slot are also functions of the average date rates

in the second next time slot. This dependency spans up to the last time slot and therefore, the

complexity of the optimal online power allocation scheme increases exponentially withK. The

less complex versions of DP, i.e., DP–I2 and DP–I1 have linear complexities inK. Moreover,

the naive and the HR assisted suboptimal online schemes havelinear complexities inK. Note

that we compare the complexity of the proposed offline and online power allocation schemes in

terms of the required average execution time in the simulation results section.

IV. POWER ALLOCATION FOR BUFFER–AIDED ADAPTIVE L INK SELECTION

In this section, we propose offline and online power allocation schemes for EH systems with

buffer–aided adaptive link selection.

A. Offline Power Allocation

Like for conventional relaying, our goal is to maximize the total number of transmitted bits

(from S to D) delivered by a deadline ofK time slots for the link adaptive transmission protocol.

The offline (prior) information about the full CSI and the energy arrivals atS andR in each

time slot are assumed to be known in advance. The offline optimization problem for the link
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adaptive transmission protocol can be formulated as follows:

max
T ≥0, {dk |∀k}

K
∑

k=1

dk log2(1 + γR,kPR,k) (32)

s.t.
q
∑

k=1

((1− dk)PS,k + λS,k) ≤

q−1
∑

k=0

HS,k, ∀q (33)

q
∑

k=1

(dkPR,k + λR,k) ≤

q−1
∑

k=0

HR,k, ∀q (34)

v
∑

k=0

HS,k −

v
∑

k=1

((1− dk)PS,k + λS,k) ≤ BS,max, ∀v (35)

v
∑

k=1

HR,k −

v
∑

k=1

(dkPR,k + λR,k) ≤ BR,max, ∀v (36)

q
∑

k=1

(1− dk) log2 (1 + γS,kPS,k) ≥

q
∑

k=1

dk log2 (1 + γR,kPR,k) , ∀q (37)

dk(1− dk) = 0, ∀k, (38)

where∀q, ∀k, and∀v stand forq ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, andv ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K−1},

respectively. Like for conventional relaying, constraints (33)–(36) ensure the energy causality and

limited energy conditions for buffer–aided link adaptive relaying. Constraint (37) ensures thatR

cannot transmit more bits than it has in its buffer. Moreover, (38) ensures thatdk can only be

0 or 1, i.e., eitherS or R transmits in a given time slot,k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}. We note that, in

this optimization problem, although we are maximizing the throughput of theR–D link, using

constraint (37) incorporates the effect of the throughput of the S–R link. As ξS,k and ξR,k are

increasing functions ofPS,k andPR,k, respectively, the optimization problem in (32)–(38) can
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be restated as follows:

max
T ′′≥0, {dk|∀k}

K
∑

k=1

dkξR,k (39)

s.t.
q
∑

k=1

(

(1− dk)(2
ξS,k − 1)

γS,k
+ λS,k

)

≤

q−1
∑

k=0

HS,k, ∀q (40)

q
∑

k=1

(

dk(2
ξR,k − 1)

γR,k
+ λR,k

)

≤

q−1
∑

k=0

HR,k, ∀q (41)

v
∑

k=0

HS,k −
v
∑

k=1

(

(1− dk)(2
ξS,k − 1)

γS,k
+ λS,k

)

≤ BS,max, ∀v (42)

v
∑

k=1

HR,k −

v
∑

k=1

(

dk(2
ξR,k − 1)

γR,k
+ λR,k

)

≤ BR,max, ∀v (43)

q
∑

k=1

(1− dk)ξS,k ≥

q
∑

k=1

dkξR,k, ∀q (44)

dk(1− dk) = 0, ∀k, (45)

where T ′′ = {ξS,k, ξR,k, λS,k, λR,k|k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}}. The problem in (39)–(45) is a non–

convex MINLP due to the binary variablesdk and the non–convex and non–linear constraints

(40)–(45). In the following, we propose optimal methods to solve the buffer–aided link adaptive

offline optimization problem.

1) Exhaustive Search:For givendk, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, the optimization problem in (39)–

(45) is convex. Therefore, we can optimizeξS,k andξR,k for givendk ∈ {0, 1} very efficiently. In

this method, we optimizeξS,k and ξR,k for all possible combinations ofdk, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K},

and select from all the solutions that combination ofdk, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, which maximizes

the cost function. This exhaustive search method provides the global optimal solution but with

an exponential complexity. For instance, forK time slots we have2K−2 feasible combinations of

dk and hence to optimizeξS,k andξR,k, we need to solve2K−2 optimization problems. Therefore,

in practice, this approach cannot be adopted in general, especially for largeK. However, the

exhaustive search scheme can be effective for smallK.
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2) Spatial Branch-and-Bound:As mentioned before, our problem is a non–convex MINLP.

One of the recent advances in (globally) solving MINLP problems is the sBB method [16], [17].

The sBB method sequentially solves subproblems of problem (39)–(45). These subproblems

are obtained by partitioning the original solution space. For each subproblem, the sBB method

relies on the generation of rigorous lower and upper bounds of the problem over any given

variable sub–domain. The feasible lower bounds are chosen to be the local minimizers of the

(sub)problems whereas the upper bounds are obtained from convex relaxations. Interestingly,

MINLP problems can be solved by using the widely available open source solver Couenne [17],

[18]. Couenne provides the global optimal solution for bothconvex and non–convex MINLP

problems. It implements linearization, bound reduction, and branching methods within a branch

and bound framework. For global convergence and complexityissues of sBB and therefore

Couenne, please refer to [17].

B. Online Power Allocation

As offline power allocation requires non–causal knowledge of CSI and harvested energies,

we also propose two sub–optimal online power allocation schemes, which require only causal

knowledge of CSI and harvested energy.

1) Online Power Allocation Based on Average Data and AverageHarvesting Rates:Unlike

for conventional relaying, for the link adaptive protocol,the use of DP for online power allocation

is not possible because of the link selection. For this reason, for the online power allocation

scheme, at first we formulate an optimization problem which is based on the average data rate,

the average energy causality constraints atS and R, and the average buffering constraint for

K → ∞. We assume that the batteries atS and R have unlimited capacities. Considering

the above mentioned assumptions, the optimization problemfor online power allocation can be

formulated as:
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max
{PS,k≥0, PR,k≥0, dk|∀k}

1

K

K
∑

k=1

dk log2(1 + γR,kPR,k) (46)

s.t.
1

K

K
∑

k=1

(1− dk)PS,k ≤
1

K

K−1
∑

k=0

HS,k (47)

1

K

K
∑

k=1

dkPR,k ≤
1

K

K−1
∑

k=0

HR,k (48)

1

K

K
∑

k=1

(1− dk) log2 (1 + γS,kPS,k) =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

dk log2 (1 + γR,kPR,k) (49)

1

K
dk(1− dk) = 0, ∀k (50)

The Lagrangian of (46)–(50) is given by

L =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

dk log2(1 + γR,kPR,k)−
λS

K

(

K
∑

k=1

(1− dk)PS,k −HS,k−1

)

−
λR

K

(

K
∑

k=1

dkPR,k −HR,k−1

)

−
1

K

K
∑

k=1

βkdk(1− dk)

−
µ

K

(

K
∑

k=1

dk log2(1 + γR,kPR,k)− (1− dk) log2(1 + γS,kPS,k)

)

, (51)

whereλS, λR, µ, and βk are Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating (51) with respect to PS,k,

PR,k, anddk and equating each of the differentiated expressions to zeroleads to the following

optimum values ofPS,k, PR,k, anddk:

P ∗
S,k =







ρ
νS

− 1
γS,k

, if γS,k >
νS
ρ

AND dk = 0,

0, otherwise,
(52)

P ∗
R,k =







1
νR

− 1
γR,k

, if γR,k > νR AND dk = 1,

0, otherwise,
(53)

d∗k =











1, if (CR > CS) OR
(

γR,k > νR AND γS,k <
νS
ρ

)

,

0, if (CR < CS)OR
(

γR,k < νR AND γS,k >
νS
ρ

)

,
(54)

whereCR = ln
(

γR,k

νR

)

+ νR
γR,k

−1, CS = ρ ln
(

ργS,k
νS

)

+ νS
γS,k

−ρ, ρ = µ/(1−µ), νS = λS ln(2)/(1−

µ), and νR = λR ln(2)/(1 − µ). We observe that the optimalPS,k, PR,k, and dk depend on
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the instantaneous channel SNRs and Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange multipliers can be

solved efficiently, as shown in the next part of this section,without requiring any non–causal

knowledge. Therefore, the optimalPS,k, PR,k, and dk are readily applicable in the real–time

(online) environment with low implementation complexity.

Finding the Lagrange Multipliers: Combining (52)–(54) and (47)–(49) yields the following

conditions forK → ∞:

νR
∫

0









∞
∫

νS
ρ

(

ρ

νS
−

1

γS,k

)

fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k









fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k

+

∞
∫

νR





∞
∫

L1

(

ρ

νS
−

1

γS,k

)

fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k



 fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k = HS,E, (55)

νS
ρ
∫

0





∞
∫

νR

(

1

νR
−

1

γR,k

)

fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k



 fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k

+

∞
∫

νS
ρ





∞
∫

L2

(

1

νR
−

1

γR,k

)

fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k



 fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k = HR,E , (56)

νR
∫

0









∞
∫

νS
ρ

log2

(

ργS,k
νS

)

fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k









fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k

+

∞
∫

νR





∞
∫

L1

log2

(

ργS,k
νS

)

fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k



 fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k

=

νS
ρ
∫

0





∞
∫

νR

log2

(

γR,k

νR

)

fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k



 fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k

+

∞
∫

νS
ρ





∞
∫

L2

log2

(

γR,k

νR

)

fγR,k
(γR,k)dγR,k



 fγS,k(γS,k)dγS,k, (57)

whereL1 = − νS

ρW



−e

γR,k−νR
ργR,k

−1
(

νR
γR,k

) 1
ρ





andL2 = − νR

W

(

−e
ρ−

νS
γS,k

−1
(

νS
ργS,k

)ρ
) . Here,W (·) is the

Lambert W–function [22], andfγS,k(γS,k) andfγR,k
(γR,k) denote the probability density functions
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(pdfs) of theS–R and R–D channel SNRs, respectively. For Rayleigh fading,fγS,k(γS,k) =

(1/γ̄S)e
−γS,k/γ̄S and fγR,k

(γR,k) = (1/γ̄R)e
−γR,k/γ̄R . We need to solve (55)–(57) to find the

optimal νS, νR, andρ. The solution can be obtained by using the built–in root–finding function

in Mathematica. We note that the optimalνS, νR, andρ are computed offline before transmission

starts. When transmission begins,P ∗
S,k, P

∗
R,k, andd∗k are calculated based on offline parameters

ρ, νS, andνR and online variablesγS,k andγR,k.

The solution of problem (46)–(50) provides an upper bound for the practical case where the

storage capacity of the batteries is limited. Moreover, theproblem may yieldPR,k 6= 0 even if the

buffer is empty atR. To avoid this undesirable behavior, we propose a practicalbut suboptimal

online algorithm which is summarized in Algorithm 1. At first, we calculateBS,k andBR,k using

(5) and (6), respectively. We then calculateP ∗
S,k, P

∗
R,k, andd∗k from (52)–(54) and (47)–(49). To

ensure thatP ∗
S,k andP ∗

R,k do not exceed the storage limits, we perform steps 6 to 8 and 11to

13, respectively. Steps 9 and 17 keep track of the arrival of data bits into and the departure of

data bits out of the buffer, respectively. Steps 14 to 16 are adopted to ensure thatR transmits

only if there is data in the buffer.

2) Naive Online Power Allocation:In the suboptimal naive power allocation scheme for

link adaptive relaying, at each time slot,k, S andR consider the amount of energy stored in

their batteries as their transmit powers. Based on the transmit powers,S andR compute their

capacities. Note that the buffer status should be taken intoaccount in the computation of the

capacity ofR. The S–R (R–D) link is selected if the capacity ofS is greater (smaller) than

that ofR.

C. Complexity

The worst–case computational complexity of the sBB algorithm used to solve the offline power

allocation scheme for link adaptive relaying is exponential in K [17], whereas the computational

complexity of the exhaustive search algorithm is always exponential inK. Moreover, the worst

case complexity of the sBB algorithm is not likely to occur for all possible realizations of
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channel SNRs and harvested energies which is evident from the execution time results shown

in the simulation results section. Determining the exact and/or average complexity of the sBB

algorithm is more involved and beyond the scope of this paper. The proposed online schemes

for link adaptive relaying have linear complexities inK.

Algorithm 1 Online Power Allocation Algorithm For Buffer–Aided Link Adaptive Relaying

1: Initialize the buffer status,Q0 = 0 bits;

2: for k = 1 to K do

3: CalculateBS,k andBR,k using (5) and (6), respectively.

4: CalculateP ∗
S,k, P

∗
R,k, andd∗k using (52)–(54) and (47)–(49).

5: if d∗k = 0 then

6: if P ∗
S,k > BS,k then

7: P ∗
S,k = BS,k;

8: end if

9: Qk = Qk−1 + log2(1 + γS,kP
∗
S,k);

10: else

11: if P ∗
R,k > BR,k then

12: P ∗
R,k = BR,k;

13: end if

14: if log2(1 + γR,kP
∗
R,k) > Qk then

15: P ∗
R,k =

2Qk−1
γR,k

;

16: end if

17: Qk = Qk−1 − log2(1 + γR,kP
∗
R,k);

18: end if

19: end for

20: Obtain throughput =
K
∑

k=1

dk log2(1 + γR,kP
∗
R,k).
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposedoffline and online power allocation

schemes for the conventional and link adaptive relaying protocols. We assume that the (overall)

average harvesting rate isHS,E = HR,E = HE , andHS,k andHR,k independently take values

from the set{0, HE, 2HE}, where all elements of the set are equiprobable. For Figs. 2–6, 8, and

9, we assumeHE = 0.5. We adoptBS,max = BR,max = Bmax, whereBmax = 4 for Figs. 2–3, 7

andBmax = 10 for Figs. 4–6, 9. We assume i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels with γ̄S = γ̄R = γ̄

for Figs. 2–5 and 9 and i.n.d. Rayleigh fading channels for Figs. 6–8. We simulate104 randomly

generated realizations of theS–R and theR–D channels and the harvested energies atS and

R to obtain the average throughput.

A. Performance of Different Power Allocation Schemes for Conventional Relaying

In this subsection, we show the performance of the proposed power allocation schemes for

conventional relaying. In particular, the impact of the average channel SNR and the number of

time slots on the total number of transmitted bits is studied.
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Fig. 2. Conventional relaying: Total number of transmittedbits vs. average channel SNR̄γ for K = 10.

Fig. 2 shows the total number of transmitted bits for the power allocation schemes proposed
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for conventional relaying vs. the average channel SNR,γ̄, for K = 10. We observe that for all

considered schemes, the total throughput increases asγ̄ increases. We also notice that the offline

scheme performs better than the online power allocation schemes for allγ̄. This is due to the

fact that in the optimal offline scheme we assume that both causal and non–causal information

regarding the CSI and the harvested energy are available whereas the online schemes are based

only on causal information regarding the CSI and the harvested energy. Moreover, as expected,

the optimal online scheme outperforms all considered suboptimal online schemes and performs

close to the optimal offline scheme. The suboptimal online schemes DP–I2 and DP–I1 perform

close to each other for all̄γ. We note that both DP–I2 and DP–I1 outperform the HR assisted

and the naive schemes.
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Fig. 3. Conventional relaying: Total number of transmittedbits vs. number of time slotsK for γ̄ = 25 dB.

In Fig. 3, we show the total number of transmitted bits for thepower allocation schemes

proposed for conventional relaying vs. the number of time slotsK for γ̄ = 25 dB. We observe

that the optimal offline method achieves the best performance. Among the different suboptimal

online schemes, DP–I2 performs best. The HR assisted scheme provides a similar performance

as DP–I2 for largeK. This is mainly due to the fact that the HR assisted scheme is based on the

average harvesting rate which is a more effective approach for largeK. Moreover, we observe

that the difference between the performances of DP–I2 and DP–I1 increases with increasingK.
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This shows that the consideration of the two next time slots instead of only the next time slot

for calculation of the optimal transmit powers becomes moreimportant for largerK.

B. Performance of Different Power Allocation Schemes for Link Adaptive Relaying

In this subsection, we show the impact of the average channelSNR and the number of time

slots on the total number of transmitted bits for the different power allocation schemes proposed

for link adaptive relaying.
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Fig. 4. Link adaptive relaying: Total number of transmittedbits vs. average channel SNR̄γ for K = 8 andK = 50.

Fig. 4 shows the total number of transmitted bits for link adaptive relaying vs. the average

channel SNR̄γ for K = 8 andK = 50. Here, we consider the exhaustive search offline algorithm

for K = 8, and the online, the naive online, and the sBB offline power allocation schemes for

both values ofK. Recall that the optimal offline exhaustive search scheme isonly effective for

small K as the complexity increases exponentially withK. For K = 8, we observe that the

exhaustive search and the sBB schemes have exactly the same performance for all the considered

γ̄. This observation confirms that the sBB scheme finds the global optimum solution of non–

convex MINLP problems [16], [17]. The performance gap between the offline and the online

schemes is small at low̄γ and large at high̄γ for K = 8. Furthermore, the performance gap

increases with̄γ for K = 50. ForK = 8, the naive online power allocation scheme has a small
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performance advantage over the online algorithm for highγ̄, whereas forK = 50, the online

algorithm shows better performance for all consideredγ̄.

C. Comparison Between Conventional and Link Adaptive Relaying

In this subsection, we compare the power allocation schemesproposed for conventional and

link adaptive relaying. For offline power allocation, we compare the optimal schemes and for

online power allocation, we compare the suboptimal schemesfor conventional relaying with the

online scheme for link adaptive relaying. The optimal DP approach (for conventional relaying)

is not included in the comparison because of its high complexity.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of conventional and link adaptive relaying: Total number of transmitted bits vs. number of time slotsK

for γ̄S = γ̄R = γ̄ = 30 dB.

1) Total number of transmitted bits vs.K: Fig. 5 shows the total number of transmitted

bits vs. the number of time slots,K for the offline and online power allocation schemes for

conventional and link adaptive relaying. We assume symmetric S–R and R–D channels, i.e.,

γ̄S = γ̄R = γ̄. We observe that link adaptive relaying significantly outperforms conventional

relaying for offline power allocation. The performance gap increases with increasingK. This

is mainly due to the fact that, for largeK, we have more flexibility in selectingdk, i.e., in

selecting theS–R or R–D link for transmission to increase the system throughput. Inparticular,
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for the offline case, the link adaptive relaying scheme can transmit 16 and 55 additional bits

compared to conventional relaying forK = 20 andK = 100, respectively. For smallK, the

online scheme for link adaptive relaying does not show a better performance than the online

schemes for conventional relaying. However, for relatively largeK, e.g.K = 140, the online

scheme for link adaptive relaying outperforms the DP–I2 and HR assisted online schemes for

conventional relaying by 26 and 36 bits, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of online algorithms for conventional and link adaptive relaying: Total number of transmitted bits vs.

number of time slotsK for γ̄S = 20 dB (Scenario 1) and̄γS = 10 dB (Scenario 2) with̄γR = 30 dB.

In Fig. 6, we turn our attention to asymmetric links where we consider two scenarios for the

average channel SNRs. Scenarios 1 and 2 are valid forγ̄S = 20 dB andγ̄S = 10 dB, respectively,

where γ̄R = 30 dB in both cases. We compare the performance of the online scheme for link

adaptive relaying with those of the DP–I2 and HR assisted schemes for conventional relaying. In

contrast to Fig. 5, we observe that the online scheme for linkadaptive relaying outperforms the

DP–I2 (HR assisted) schemes even for small numbers of time slots, e.g.K = 25. Moreover, Fig. 6

clearly shows that the performance gains of the online scheme for link adaptive relaying over

the DP–I2 (HR assisted) scheme for conventional relaying are significantly larger for asymmetric

links compared to symmetric links. The larger gains are caused by the flexibility introduced by

the buffer at the relay. In the link adaptive scheme, the stronger link can be used less frequently

since relatively large amounts of information can be transferred every time the link is used.
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Hence, the weaker link can be used more frequently to compensate for its poor link quality. In

contrast, in conventional relaying, both links are used forthe same amount of time regardless

of their respective qualities.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of conventional and link adaptive relaying: Total number of transmitted bits vs.HE for K = 60, γ̄S = 10

dB, andγ̄R = 30 dB.

2) Total number of transmitted bits vs.HE: Fig. 7 depicts the total number of transmitted

bits for conventional and link adaptive relaying vs. the average harvesting rate,HE, for γ̄S = 10

dB, γ̄R = 30 dB, andK = 60. We observe that the throughput increases with increasingHE

for all considered power allocation schemes. We note that the slope of the throughput curves is

large for smallHE and decreases with increasingHE . This behavior is partially (apart from the

behavior of thelog(·) function) due to the fact that the performance of all schemesis limited by

the finite storage capability of the batteries. For largeHE, additional energy cannot be stored in

the batteries and therefore the extra amount is wasted. We observe that the optimal offline and

online schemes for link adaptive relaying outperform the corresponding schemes for conventional

relaying for allHE.

3) Total number of transmitted bits vs.Bmax: In Fig. 8, we show the total number of

transmitted bits for conventional and link adaptive relaying vs.Bmax for γ̄S = 10 dB, γ̄R = 30

dB, andK = 100. We observe that for all considered power allocation schemes, the throughput
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Fig. 8. Comparison of conventional and link adaptive relaying: Total number of transmitted bits vs.Bmax for K = 100,

γ̄S = 10 dB, andγ̄R = 30 dB.

increases with increasingBmax and starting at a certain value ofBmax, the throughput remains

unchanged. This can be explained by the fact that withHE = 0.5 small values ofBmax limit

the performance since the extra amount of harvested energies cannot be stored in the batteries.

However, the constant throughput of all the schemes indicates that, for the given parameters,

increasing the storage capacities of the batteries beyond acertain value does not improve the

performance of the system. Therefore, Fig. 8 provides an indication for the required storage

capacities of the batteries atS andR for different power allocation schemes to achieve a desired

performance.

4) Execution time vs.K: In Fig. 9, we show the average execution time (in seconds) vs.the

number of time slots,K, for all offline and online power allocation schemes for conventional and

link adaptive relaying. We ran all the algorithms on the samesimulation platform. In particular, all

simulations were performed by MATLAB with the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM (@2.20GHz

2.20GHz) processor. Therefore, it is justified to compare the complexity of the algorithms based

on their execution times. We observe that for both the offlineand online schemes for both

conventional and link adaptive relaying the execution timeincreases withK. Moreover, the

required execution time for the sBB algorithm is higher thanthat for the offline scheme for the
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Fig. 9. Comparison of execution times of conventional and link adaptive relaying: Execution time (in seconds) vs. number of

time slotsK for γ̄ = 30 dB.

conventional relaying for allK. The complexity of forming the look–up tables is not included

in this analysis. Fig. 9 provides insightful information about the complexity–performance trade–

off of the different proposed algorithms. For example, in case of conventional relaying, the

HR assisted scheme is less complex than the DP–I2 scheme with only a small performance

degradation for sufficiently high average channel SNR and largeK, see Fig. 3. Therefore, it is

preferable to apply the HR assisted scheme compared to the DP–I2 scheme. Moreover, although

the worst case complexity of the sBB algorithm is exponential in K, from Fig. 9 we observe

that its average complexity is comparable to that of the offline power allocation scheme for

conventional relaying. Thus for link adaptive relaying, wecan conclude that the sBB algorithm

is preferable over the exhaustive search method (which is not shown in Fig. 9 due to its very

high execution time).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the problem of transmit power allocation for single relay

networks, where the source and the relay harvest the energy needed for transmission from

the surrounding environment. Two different transmission strategies, namely conventional re-
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laying and link adaptive relaying, have been considered. Wehave proposed several optimal

and suboptimal offline and online power allocation schemes maximizing the system throughput

of the considered EH systems over a finite number of time slots. Simulation results showed

that the proposed suboptimal online schemes present a good complexity–performance trade–off.

Moreover, we showed that, for both offline and online optimization, adopting the link adaptive

protocol significantly improves the throughput compared toconventional relaying, especially for

asymmetric link qualities.
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